ARCTIC SECURITY

Graduate Certificate

The Arctic security graduate certificate gives students the education and expertise to understand and better navigate the numerous concerns surrounding the Arctic region. With the transforming Arctic and its associated climate, security, geopolitical and resilience-related developments, a thorough understanding of the region will be key to those who work within the fabric of local, state, national and international settings.

An Arctic security graduate certificate represents an endorsement of advanced academic education and a more robust understanding of the operational context of the Arctic.

Minimum Requirements for Arctic Security Graduate Certificate: 12 credits

College of Business and Security Management
Department of Homeland Security and Emergency Management (https://www.uaf.edu/som/degrees/graduate/msdm/)
907-474-7461

Programs

Graduate Certificate

- Graduate Certificate, Arctic Security (http://catalog.uaf.edu/graduate/graduate-degree-programs/arctic-security/graduate-certificate/)